
 

 

Procedure for ball in water on hole #5. 

 

The pond is marked as a REGULAR (yellow stakes) water hazard. Any ball hit in the water from the tee 

–regardless whether it initially cleared the water and entered from the green side or simply flew in – 

must be replayed from the tee or played from the drop area or any other tee-side spot that keeps 

the point the ball entered the hazard between the ball and the hole. Players are permitted to place 

the ball in the drop area to avoid the unfair possibility of a dropped ball landing in an old divot. Regular 

water hazard rules do not permit a ball that entered the water from the green side (whether bounced in 

off the rocks, ground, trees or spun back in off the green) to be dropped on that side. Do not take a drop 

over there.  

 

In addition, a ball hit into the water out of the green side bunkers must be replayed by dropping the ball 

in the bunker or the player must go around the lake to the drop area or any other playable spot across the 

lake where the drop keeps the point the ball entered the hazard between the ball and hole. Players may 

not drop the ball where the ball crossed into the hazard green side taking two club-lengths because that 

drop is for a lateral water hazard (red stakes). A ball chipped or pitched across the green into the water 

from any area outside the bunkers is treated the same and the new ball put in play must be dropped as 

close as possible to where the first ball was hit or go around to the drop area. 

 

 

Procedure for ball in water on hole #11. 

 

Since the pond is a regular water hazard, players do not have the option of taking a two club-length 

drop on the green side bank even if the ball rolled in the water from there. They must replay the next ball 

from the nearest spot, use the drop area (place ball) or use any other spot on the tee side of the lake 

keeping the point where the ball entered the hazard between them and the hole. 

 

Any ball hit in the water from the bunkers or pitched, chipped, skulled or bladed into the water from a 

spot outside the bunkers but on the green side of the pond must be replayed from the nearest point or go 

around the lake to the drop area or any other spot where their drop keeps the point where the ball entered 

the hazard between them and the hole. A ball replayed from the bunker must be dropped, not placed, in 

the bunker. 

 

 

Incorrect drops have been made on both these holes when players are confused on the different options 

afforded them by the different water hazard types. On neither hole is it acceptable to use the two club-

lengths drop from where the ball entered the hazard because neither hole is marked as a lateral hazard. 

 


